PCTEL Unveils New Multi-Band Public Safety Antenna Platforms for 2020 Police Utility Vehicles
April 30, 2020
BLOOMINGDALE, Ill.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Apr. 30, 2020-- PCTEL®, Inc. (Nasdaq: PCTI) announced its new Trooper™ TRP-20INT platform,
featuring new models with a purpose-designed footprint to allow seamless installation on the leading 2020 police sports utility vehicles.
The Trooper™ TRP-20INT antenna platformsupports the high-speed requirements of complex RF communication systems used for critical
communications in FirstNet® public safety and Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). These antennas feature two 5G elements compatible with the
world’s leading cellular routers supporting 600 MHz to 6 GHz frequencies. In addition, PCTEL’s proprietary high-rejection multi-GNSS technology is
included for high precision tracking and asset management.
“In order to meet the communication demands of Law Enforcement, our Trooper TRP-20INT platform was specifically designed for installation on the
raised ridges of police vehicle roofs. This method makes installation easier and optimizes RF performance,” said Rishi Bharadwaj, PCTEL’s Chief
Operating Officer. “PCTEL brings strong RF and mechanical design capabilities to develop high performance antenna systems for deployments in
harsh environments in mission critical applications,” added Bharadwaj.
PCTEL also announced its new and improved PCTWSLMR-2 Full Spectrum LMR mobile antenna, designed to support the leading OEM multiband
land mobile radios that enable interoperability among emergency management and response personnel. The new antenna incorporates a strong and
ultra-flexible spring structure designed for maximum impact shock absorption, providing solid installation integrity, even in low overhead clearance
situations.
PCTEL will showcase its new antenna platforms at IWCE, August 24-28, 2020, at the Las Vegas Convention Center, Las Vegas, NV, booth 1215.
Contact PCTEL for more details on product specifications and availability.
About PCTEL
PCTEL is a leading global provider of wireless technology, including purpose-built Industrial IoT devices, antenna systems, and test and measurement
solutions. Trusted by our customers for over 25 years, we solve complex wireless challenges to help organizations stay connected, transform, and
grow.
For more information, please visit our website at https://www.pctel.com/.
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